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Disturbance
Domestic

19-74553

Painter’s Walk

Larceny MV

19-74463

Eastwood Dr

Larceny MV

19-74466

East Bourne

Traffic Stop

19-74482

Belle Terre and
Royal Palms

Larceny

19-74241

Palm Coast Pkwy
(ZBest)

Disturbance
Domestic

19-74531

Matanzas Woods
Pkwy and Old
Kings Rd

S1 and her husband were involved in an argument. The argument
escalated when S1 picked up a kitchen knife, jabbed it at V1 as she
chased him around the kitchen with it. V1 threw a plastic colander
at S1 to aid in his escape from his wife. The colander struck S1 in
the face, causing a laceration. S1 was arrested and transported to
FCIF, for aggravated assault domestic violence. Report Made
Deputy Bourke
RP advised that he went out to his vehicle parked in the driveway
and discovered that some unknown person(s) rummaged through
the vehicle. Multiple items stolen to include a key ring, a spare key
to the vehicle, wallet containing $600.00 cash, and a tool box. A
pair of reading glasses and a prescription bottle were recovered in
the driveway of 106 and the items were identified by the RP and
returned. Report made Deputy Ocampo
Contact made at this residence after scattered items were located
in the roadway along East Bourne Drive. Residents confirmed their
unsecured vehicle was rummaged through. Items stolen included a
checkbook, a multi tool, a coin purse and a social security card.
Report made Deputy Obarr
Traffic stop on a blue vehicle initiated on SR100 and Belle Terre.
Vehicle operator failed to yield to emergency vehicle and continued
travelling NB on Belle Terre in a non-aggressive manner with the
flow of traffic. Vehicle operator identified as S1 and DWLS. Vehicle
stopped at Royal Palms and driver taken into custody. Report made
Deputy Schmidt
Store owner requesting report and charges on S1. Male entered
into four separate lease agreements for 2 televisions, one PS4 and a
Macbook laptop totaling over $2800.00 US dollars. Male has
stopped payments and is unable to be contacted or located at
several locations. ZBest wishes to pursue charges. Report and
charging affidavit made by Deputy S. Smith
Female RP calling in advising her 20 year old daughter was in the
car with her and her husband. She stated that she was arguing with
her daughter when she grabbed her hair from the back seat and
struck her. S1 jumped out of the vehicle and started walking
eastbound. Deputies located S1 walking in front of Matanzas HS

and attempted to interview her. She was not cooperative and
attempted to walk away and leave the scene. She was taken into
custody and charged with domestic battery and resisting. Report
made Deputy Beane. Supp report made Deputy S. Smith

